Abstract-This paper describes a measurement system enabling the complete real-time characterization of the wideband radio channel. The system is based on a wideband radio channel sounder and a spherical antenna array, and it aims to describe the three-dimensional (3-D) spatial radio channel seen by the mobile terminal, including polarization. This information is highly valuable in designing antennas for mobile terminals. The spatial properties of the measurement system are analyzed through test measurements in an anechoic chamber. The system has a 40 spatial resolution and a 17 dB cross polarization discrimination. The values are well above those of a small mobile terminal antenna. The dynamic range in the spatial domain is 12 dB. The measurement is very fast, which makes real-time channel acquisition practical at normal mobile speeds.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE demand for higher data rates sets high requirements for the future wireless mobile communication systems. Efficient use of the limited frequency spectrum requires thorough understanding of the wideband radio channel, also in the spatial domain. At the mobile terminal the spatial information can be exploited by matching the antenna properly to the radio environment, by correct design of both the power and polarization radiation patterns. The advantages are in lower transmission power and less radiation toward the user, which lead to increased battery lifetimes and lower interference levels in the networks. In addition, space and polarization diversity in reception are seen as applicable in mobile terminals operating in complex radio environments. The obtained diversity gain depends on the spatial properties of the radio channel.
Traditionally, mobile antennas have been evaluated based on their radiation properties, e.g., gain, measured in an anechoic chamber. However, the actual performance of a mobile handset Publisher Item Identifier S 0018-9456(00)03584-1.
antenna in a realistic operation environment depends on its mean effective gain (MEG) [1] , which is the ratio of the power received by the antenna and the total mean incident power. In addition to the three-dimensional (3-D) radiation pattern of the antenna, MEG depends on the 3-D angular density functions of both the vertically polarized (VP) and horizontally polarized (HP) components of the incident waves in the environment, and on the cross polarization power ratio (XPR). These could be obtained through simulations, but the complexity of the operating environments makes the modeling of the spatial radio channel seen by the mobile very obscure. Particularly, the spatial channel models have to be extended to three dimensions at the mobile end, due to the scatterers close to the mobile e.g., inside buildings or in street canyons, that cause signal spreading in three dimensions.
Deterministic indoor channel models are usually based on ray-tracing or finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) methods [2] . The problem with those is that they are computationally complex, and also require a very detailed description of the particular environment, which makes the 3-D case even more difficult. Stochastic models for the spatial radio channel have also been developed [3] , but there is a need for measurements to verify the models, and to adjust the parameters for different environments.
The 3-D angular density functions for the VP and HP signal components at the mobile station could be obtained by performing extensive measurement campaigns in realistic environments. Previously, the synthetic aperture measurement approach has been applied for 3-D radio channel measurements [4] . Also directional scanning with a narrow-beam antenna has been used [1] , [5] . Both methods are, however, very slow and thus infeasible for collecting statistically significant amounts of data for directional signal distributions. In addition, they do not allow the characterization of the time-variant behavior of the channel (e.g., transients), and thus disable the verification of real dynamic channel models. Such would be needed for extensive evaluation of mobile terminal antennas in realistic operating environments.
A method for real-time spatial radio channel measurements has been presented in [6] . The method is based on using a complex wideband radio channel sounder together with a fast RF switch and an antenna array. The directions-of-arrival (DOA) of the incident waves can be estimated based on the relative phases of the array elements. So far the reported real-time spatial channel measurements have been limited to the azimuth domain [6] , [7] . Typically these aim to describe the spatial radio environment seen from a base station (BS) of a cellular system, where normally the elevation angles of incident waves do not vary significantly.
In this paper, we apply the same method for the real-time spatial channel measurement in the 3-D case of the mobile station. The measurement enables the complete real-time spatio-temporal characterization of the wideband mobile radio channel. The excess delay, azimuth angle, elevation angle, polarization state, amplitude, and phase of the multipath components of the transmitted signal can be measured. The fast measurement allows also the calculation of the Doppler spectrum of each wave. The 3-D spatial measurement is based on a dual-polarized spherical antenna array.
The measurement system is described, and two different approaches to resolve the spatial information are presented and compared in this paper. The directional properties of the measurement system including angular resolution, spatial dynamic range, cross polarization discrimination, accuracy of measured incidence angle, and amplitude and phase ripple versus incidence angle are defined with test measurements.
II. DESCRIPTION OF MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
The measurement system is based on a spherical array of 32 dual-polarized antenna elements and a complex wideband radio channel sounder [8] . A wideband signal is transmitted using a single antenna with linear polarization, and received separately with each of the 32 elements and both and polarizations, using a fast 64-channel RF switch. The carrier frequency of the sounder is 2.154 GHz, and the chip frequency of the modulating pseudo-random sequence in the transmitter can be selected to be up to 30 MHz, resulting in delay resolution of 33 ns. In the receiver, the demodulated signal is divided into I -and Qbranches and sampled with two 120 Msps A/D-converters. The signal samples from each branch of the switch are then stored for off-line processing to obtain the complex impulse response (IR) of the channel corresponding to each element and polarization.
A. Array Geometry
The ideal way to cover the whole 4 angle in space with direction-independent angular resolution would be to use equally spaced elements on the surface of a sphere. However, it is not possible to distribute any number of points on a sphere with each one equidistant from its neighbors. In other words, regular polyhedra exists only for certain numbers of vertices, and 32 is not one of them.
The geometry of the built array is based on the dual of the Archimedian solid, the truncated icosahedron, which is probably best known today as the geometry of the soccer ball. One element is located in each vertex of the polyhedron, and two different distances between adjacent elements exist. The nearest neighbors of an element are always at a distance of 0:641R and the next at 0:714R from the element, where R is the distance from the center of the structure to each element. Every element has either five or six such neighbors. It is shown in [9] that this arrangement minimizes the Coulombic potential of a system of 32 point charges distributed on the surface of a sphere, thus approximating an even distribution.
B. Array Element
The main requirements for the element of the array are two separate feeds for orthogonal polarizations with high cross polarization discrimination (XPD), and sufficient bandwidth to meet the requirement of the measurement system. The used element is a stacked microstrip patch antenna with separate probe feeds for and polarizations [10] . The geometry of the antenna element is presented in Fig. 1 . Fig. 2 presents the radiation pattern of the element, measured with all elements attached to the spherical array.
The 6-dB beamwidth of the element is 90 in the E-plane and 100 in the H -plane. The XPD is better than 18 dB within the 6-dB beamwidth. The measured gain of the element is 7.8 dBi. The return loss is over 10 dB inside the frequency band of the channel sounder (2154 6 50 MHz).
C. Array Realization
The antenna elements are mounted on a spherical surface consisting of two hollow aluminum hemispheres with outer diameter of 330 mm (2.37 at 2.154 GHz). The elements are isolated from the mount, and the distance from the center of the driven patch (see Fig. 1 ) to the center of the sphere is 170 mm. The elements point toward the normal of the sphere, and they are oriented so that the polarization vectors corresponding to the feeds ( and ) are parallel to unit vectors u and u , respectively. One of the elements is located in the zenith of the sphere, pointing at the positive z-axis direction. Fig. 3 presents the configuration of the spherical array.
To reduce cabling and losses, the 64-channel RF switching unit is placed inside the sphere together with its control electronics. Only the RF signal cable, two coaxial control cables, and the power supply wires are leading outside of the sphere, which minimizes the disturbance to the near field of the array. The diameter of the sphere (330 mm) is determined by the physical size of the switching unit, although a lower sidelobe level (directional dynamic range) could be obtained by a smaller diameter. The grating lobes (secondary maxima in radiation pattern), however, are not a problem in the spherical array, as in most array geometries when wide element spacing is used. As calculated in [11] , the grating lobe level of a spherical array is 27 dB below the main beam even with an element spacing of 1.0 . The average distance between adjacent elements in the built array is approximately 0.8 , and the directional element pattern further suppresses the grating lobe. Moreover, the mutual coupling between the elements is reduced with wider spacing. No mutual coupling compensation has been performed for the array.
III. DIRECTIONAL MEASUREMENT WITH SPHERICAL ARRAY
The far field of an arbitrary group of N dual-polarized antenna elements at direction (; ) can be expressed as 
where n and n are the elevation and azimuth pointing directions of element n, respectively, and g and g are the measured element radiation patterns for the two polarizations. Coefficients h n and v n are applied to take into account the location-dependent orientation of the element polarization vectors, and are defined as h n = p 1 u ( n ; n ) = p 1 (0 sin n 1 u x + cos n 1 u y ) n = p 1 u ( n ; n ) = p 1 (cos n cos n 1 u x + cos n sin n 1 u y 0 sin 1 u z )
where p is the desired polarization vector, for which the field is to be calculated. In dual-polarized spatial channel measurements the two most practical values for vector p are the HP and VP components of the incident wave, namely, u (; ) and u (; ). In this case, the equations for h n and v n can be written as HP :
h n = u (; ) 1 u ( n ; n ) = sin sin n + cos cos n n = u (; ) 1 u ( n ; n ) = 0 sin cos n cos n + cos cos n sin n VP :
h n = u (; ) 1 u ( n ; n ) = 0 cos cos sin n + cos sin cos n n = u (; ) 1 u ( n ; n ) = cos cos cos n cos n + cos sin cos n sin n + sin sin n :
The complex weights w n can be used to form a beam toward a desired direction. The 3-D spatial response of the radio channel can be measured by forming a grid of beams covering the whole 4 solid angle. Two methods to determine the corresponding weight vectors are presented in the following.
A. Element Phasing
The simplest method to create a beam toward a certain direction ( 0 ; 0 ) is to phase the element signals in that direction. In this case the weights are written as w n ( 0 ; 0 ) = a n ( 0 ; 0 )e 0j 2 rn1ur(0;0) (5) where a n is an amplitude tapering coefficient applied to suppress the array sidelobes.
If s n and t n are the signals measured from element n at two orthogonal polarizations ( and ), the spatial response becomes which still has to be normalized to equalize the response for all directions. Let us assume a single plane wave with field vector q arriving at the array from direction ( s ; s ). In this case signals s n and t n contain the direction-dependent phase information corresponding to the location of the element, and they are weighted by the element pattern at 
Substituting this for (6) and using element phasing from (5), gives 
It can be seen that the maximum of the response is produced toward direction ( = s ; = s ). The highest level is produced if the field vector q is matched to the desired polarization vector. The remaining part of the response is not zeros, but spurious responses whose level depends on the geometry of the array, and the amplitude tapering term a n .
The tapering function that has been used for the spherical array is the normalized power function written as a n (; ) = R + r n 1 u r (; ) 2R P (9) where R is the radius of the sphere. The weight of the element pointing at the desired direction is unity while the element pointing at the opposite direction is nulled.
B. Beam Synthesis
In addition to simple phasing, the weight vector corresponding to a beam in a certain direction can be found through numeric beam synthesis. In the directional channel measurement approach this method can be applied to produce a weight vector that suppresses the spurious responses in the directional response. A suitable beam synthesis method for conformal arrays is the iterative least-squares synthesis presented in [12] .
The method is based on minimizing the difference between the radiation pattern and a given target function. To produce a grid of beams for directional scanning, one target function has to be defined for each discrete angle in the desired grid, as well as for both horizontal and vertical polarization.
The used target function has a rotationally symmetric beam with 3-dB beamwidth of 33 , and sidelobe level greater than 019 dB. The function was computed for a 5 angular grid, to ease the computational complexity.
The presented methods for calculating the spatial channel information are based on beam-scanning. Also more sophisticated super resolution algorithms could be used, that enhance the spatial properties of the measurement, but are more complex. Those are left out of the scope of this paper.
IV. MEASUREMENT SYSTEM ANALYSIS

A. Parameters Describing Directional Accuracy
The spatial dual-polarized channel measurement can be characterized by angular resolution and dynamic range, cross polarization discrimination, accuracy of measured incidence angle, and amplitude and phase ripple versus incidence angle. The angular resolution and dynamic range limit the measurement if the signal multipath components can not be separated in the delay domain. The achieved delay resolution for 30 MHz spreading code frequency is 33 ns corresponding to a 10 m difference in path length. Thus the dynamic range of the measurement is typically determined by the dynamic range of the measurement system in the delay domain, and is of the order of 30 dB. The temporal accuracy of the measurement system is described in [8] .
1) Angular Resolution:
In DOA estimation through beam-scanning the angular resolution is determined by the array beamwidth, and the used angular grid. A narrow beam and thus fine resolution is obtained with a large antenna aperture. The half-power beamwidth (HPBW) of a spherical array of isotropic elements and uniform illumination is approximately 50 =D , where is the wavelength and D is the array diameter [11] . The angular resolution could be enhanced using more sophisticated algorithms than beam-scanning.
2) Spatial Dynamic Range: The dynamic range of the measurement in the spatial domain is limited by the sidelobe level of the array, since a strong signal at the direction of a sidelobe is interpreted as a weak signal at the main beam direction. The level of the highest sidelobes in a spherical array of isotropic elements and uniform illumination is 013 dB [11] . Amplitude tapering can be used to decrease the sidelobe level, but with a cost of increased beamwidth and decreased resolution.
3) Cross Polarization Discrimination: The polarizarion properties of the measurement can be described by the XPD, which is the ratio of the measured vertically and horizontally polarized signal components, in the case of a vertically polarized incident wave. In the case of conformal arrays with elements pointing at different directions, the XPD of the measurement is not determined solely by the XPD of the element, but also by the array geometry.
4) Accuracy of Measured Incidence Angle:
The accuracy of the measured incidence angle of the wave depends on the accuracy of the measured phase of the element signal, according to (6) . In the multiplexed case this is mainly determined by the mobile speed and the measurement rate [6] , [13] . Also the finite angular grid in the beam-scanning process causes inaccuracy of the incidence angle.
5) Amplitude and Phase Ripple Versus Incidence Angle: Due to array imperfections (mutual coupling, unequal element patterns), the measured amplitude and phase vary as a function of the incidence angle of the signal. The effect could be reduced through a calibration procedure [14] .
B. Accuracy Evaluation
The spatial properties of the measurement system have been studied by measuring the spatial impulse response of a known radio channel, using an anechoic chamber, which has a reflectivity level of 021 dB at the measurement frequency. In the anechoic chamber, the measured impulse response contains only one tap. The directional responses were calculated for that tap only. In measurements of realistic channels, the calculation is performed for each tap (multipath) separately. At first, one vertically polarized signal source was located at horizontal direction ( = 90 ). The spherical array was rotated 360 around the vertical axis and one impulse response was measured at 2 intervals from each antenna element (both polarizations). Thus, the spatial response of the array was measured for an azimuth range of = 0180 . . . +180 at an elevation angle of = 90 . The result represents a worst case scenario, since the elements of the spherical array are positioned symmetrically above and below the equator of the sphere, and no elements point at the horizontal direction (see Fig. 3) . The measurement was then repeated with an additional vertically polarized source at 12 below the horizontal plane and 31 apart the first source in the azimuth plane.
Figs. 4-7 show examples of the resulting normalized VP and HP spatial responses in both the one-and two-signal cases, and calculated for both methods: element phasing and numeric beam synthesis. Received power contours are shown with 1 dB intervals. Elevation angle 0 corresponds to the horizontal plane. In the element phasing case (Figs. 4 and 5 ) the directional response was calculated using (6) for an angular grid of 2 , with weights given in (5). Amplitude tapering coefficients from (9) were used with p = 8. In the beam synthesis case (Figs. 6 and 7 ) a sparse grid of 5 was used, resulting in a direction error, which can be seen as elevation offset from the horizontal plane in Fig. 6(a) .
C. Phase and Direction Error due to Doppler Effect
The channel impulse responses are not measured exactly at the same time from all the antenna elements. Therefore, the Doppler effect causes phase rotation of the signal vectors between the elements [6] , [13] . The phase error between the elements distorts the measured Doppler frequency of the incident waves. The maximum phase error between measuring the first and last array element is [6] 1 = 2 1 N 1 1 max (10) where N is the number of elements, is the radial speed of the mobile, and max is the delay window in the measurement (duration of the spreading code). Factor 2 is due to the two polarizations, that are measured subsequently from each element. The phase error given by (10) is shown in Fig. 8 . It however presents the worst case, since the neighboring array elements are always measured subsequently, and the first and last elements look in different directions (straight up and straight down) and thus measure different waves. In the spherical array elements at three different elevation layers out of six measure the same signal. This eases the speed requirement by a factor of two. The phase error caused by the Doppler effect also affects the measured incidence angles of the received signals. The effect has been studied by simulating the array response with the phasing method in the case of a plane wave source moving at speed . Fig. 9 presents the simulated DOA error as a function of mobile speed and delay window. ) it is shown that the maxima in the cross-polarized responses are produced in other directions than the direction of the highest power, and can thus be considered as sidelobes. The XPD value in the true signal direction is always higher than these maxima. 
2) Measurement Accuracy as a Function of Signal Incidence Angle:
The results of the array rotation measurement in the anechoic chamber were further processed using an algorithm that selects only the local maxima in the spatial power response (both VP and HP), and calculates the following parameters for each maxima using the phasing method: amplitude, phase, azimuth angle, elevation angle, VP/HP power ratio, and VP/HP phase difference. The procedure equals to the one that is used in the measurements of realistic radio channels. The parameter values describing the measurement accuracy in the one signal case are shown in Table I . The values show that the system can well describe the signal environment of a small mobile terminal antenna.
3) Sensitivity to Mobile Speed: In the worst case, a maximum phase error of 10 corresponds to a mobile speed of over 30 m/s with a 12 s (4 km) delay window. In practice the requirement is even relaxed, due to the consecutive measurement of adjacent elements. Similarly, a maximum allowed direction error of 10 corresponds to a 20 m/s mobile speed for up to 14 s delay window. Thus real-time measurements of the dynamic radio channel can be performed at normal mobile speeds.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a method for directional 3-D real-time measurements of the wideband mobile radio channel. The measurement method enables the separation of signal multipath components with the same excess delay and Doppler shift as long as their angular separation is not less than 40 , and path loss difference more than 12 dB. The cross polarization discrimination is 17 dB, and the rms error of the incidence angle measurement is approximately 1 . The system can thus well describe the signal environment of a small mobile terminal antenna. The fast measurement enables real-time channel acquisition at normal mobile speeds, and thus allows the collection of statistically significant amounts of data, as well as the verification of time-variant spatial channel models.
The spatial properties of the measurement system were evaluated with two methods: simple phasing of elements, and numeric beam synthesis. The differences between the methods were found to be small. The beam synthesis method produces a slightly lower sidelobe level, but is more computationally complex, since the beams have to be synthesized separately for each angle in the chosen grid.
The 3-D spatial and polarization information of the radio channel seen by the mobile is highly valuable in the evaluation of antennas for mobile terminals in realistic operating environments. Spatial channel measurements are needed for the verification of stochastic and deterministic channel models including the spatial dimension. The measured channels can also be used directly for playback simulations.
